Title 07
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
Subtitle 02 SOCIAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

07.02.15 Social Services to Adults

Authority: Human Services Article, §§4-205(a), 4-207, 5-205(a), and 5-207, Annotated Code of Maryland

Notice of Final Action
[12-108-F]

On July 17, 2012, the Secretary of Human Resources adopted amendments to Regulation .03 under COMAR 07.02.15 Social Services to Adults. This action, which was proposed for adoption in 39:9 Md. R. 614 (May 4, 2012), has been adopted with the nonsubstantive changes shown below.

Effective Date: August 20, 2012.

Attorney General’s Certification

In accordance with State Government Article, §10-113, Annotated Code of Maryland, the Attorney General certifies that the following changes do not differ substantively from the proposed text. The nature of the changes and the basis for this conclusion are as follows:

COMAR 07.02.15.03A(2): Local department Adult Services supervisors expressed concern that the proposed language listed in the May 4, 2012, edition of the Maryland Register was confusing as posted for staff, in determining an individual’s median income and liquid assets.

.03 Eligibility.

A. An adult is eligible for Social Services to Adults if the adult:

(1) (Proposed text unchanged)

(2) Has income that does not exceed 80 percent of the State Median Income based on individual family size as described in COMAR 07.02.04.08 and has liquid assets as described within [[the limits described in §C of]] this regulation. The following criteria apply:

(a)—(b) (proposed text unchanged)

(3)—(4) (proposed text unchanged)

A-1.—D. (proposed text unchanged)
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